
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN COMMITTEE SEPT 2018  

 

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP – SOME OPTIONS  

 

 

We clearly need to get this sorted, so that we can spend all our time and energy 

working towards the revision of the Neighbourhood Plan!  It is important however 

that we agree on the arrangement that is best for us all, and that will lead to the 

effective and efficient production of the revision. 

 

The current Vice Chair has also raised the question of ‘Authorship’ of the revision, 

suggesting that this may have an impact upon our view of governance. 

 

The History: 

The current Neighbourhood Plan (NP) commits Uppingham Town Council (UTC), as 

the appointed body, to review and update the NP within 5 years of its publication. The 

importance of this process has been raised by the action of Rutland County Council 

(RCC) in producing a new Local Plan for Rutland, within which our NP sits. Thus 

Uppingham Town Council (UTC) created a new ‘Neighbourhood Plan Committee’ 

with the brief of producing such a revision. They proposed and voted a chair of the 

committee, leaving the committee itself to consider the post of vice chair 

This committee is a full committee of UTC and as such is ‘governed’ by its Standing 

Orders (S/Os) and Financial Regulations to which all committees of the council have 

to work within. It also requires all members of the committee to abide by UTC’s 

‘Code of Conduct’. 

Two community groups subsequently raised some dissatisfaction with both the chair 

and the way the committee is run, suggesting that members feel dis-empowered by its 

procedures.     

Currently the S/Os for this committee require the Chair of this committee to be 

approved by full Council, although it can be nominated through the committee 

process or by full council. At our last meeting the NP committee, following a vote 

nominated, Edward Baines as Chair and Ron Simpson as Vice Chair. These 

nominations were then considered by UTC at their next meeting. UTC pointed out 

that both nominations represented the same community organisation, and suggested 

that this would not be ‘best practice’ for the committee. They then asked that these 

nominations be returned to the NP committee for their further consideration. Also, for 

the committee to consider an alteration to their terms of reference to prevent this 

situation re-occurring.    

A further complication has emerged in that whilst a full committee of council can 

have non council members, they should not have voting powers when it comes to 

formal decisions, although of course they can speak to influence the outcome of 

voting!  

 

So I think we are at a cross roads, and it seems to me that we MUST have a clear 

view as to how we move forward. 

At the heart of the matter is the matter of Governance, and to what extent we wish to 

remain under the umbrella of UTC. Our Vice Chair has suggested that in our 

deliberations of this we should also consider the authorship of the revision: who is to 

actually write the review?  

It seems to me that there at least 3 options and there may well be more!   



 

A. Staying within the UTC Umbrella  

 

A1) Status Quo. We agree to remain a full committee of UTC with the usual S/Os , 

Financial Regulations, and all members abiding by UTC’s ‘Code of Conduct’. In this 

case we go through the process of nominating a chair & vice chair (this time from 

separate organisations) and also requesting that S/Os are amended to prevent this 

nomination situation happening again  

 

A2) Change the status of the  NP group from that of ‘Committee of UTC’ to that 

of ‘Working Group (WG)’ of UTC. This would enable the group to create new 

ways of working, perhaps in a more informal way, choosing its own chair & vice 

chair and allowing full voting rights of all members. These working arrangements 

would need, however, to be agreed by Full Council. The WG  would remain within 

the Financial Regulations of UTC, and also within the requirements to abide by the 

‘Code of Conduct’. This is virgin territory and would need more consideration as to 

the details of how this would work. The key would be that this WG would need to 

work closely with UTC , reporting regularly to UTC as to progress, and gaining UTC 

approval for expenditure and major activity . The clerking arrangements would need 

to be agreed. You may wish to consider remaining with the current UTC approved 

chair as a temporary measure until a new  ‘modus operandi’ is developed including 

election of chair & vice chair    

 

B) Moving outside the UTC umbrella. 

This is a radical alternative in which the NP group (or what- ever it decides to call 

itself), uncouples from UTC and operates as an independent body outside the rules 

and confines of the council. Mindful of the evidential requirements of Neighbourhood 

Planning , it will still have to operate within an organised framework with notes of 

meetings, and a recorded methodology of evidence gathering. The developed plan 

will still need to come to UTC as the ‘appointed body’ for final agreement, whether as 

a final document or at regular intervals prior to completion.  

Again it would be best practice for this body to work closely with UTC to avoid 

surprises and wasted effort. A ‘method of collaboration’ would need to be agreed. 

Funding would need to be sorted out, with this body probably bidding for external 

funding (as currently does the UTC) to carry out its activity. It may also wish to apply 

to UTC for funding.   

 

C) You may have alternative proposals!  

 

However we move forward, it is important that the decision  

 Is in the best interests of the revision of the NP  

 That the decision is made with good grace, with the philosophy of harmony 

and goodwill . A decision not made on that basis would be wrong.  

 

Dave Casewell 

Chair Neighbourhood Planning Committee.  


